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Abstract: Across the globe, right from people who are technologically naive to people who are with high-technical knowledge,
use, share, spread, and connect with each other through online social networks. People start believing and sharing the social
network content without any proof of its authenticity. In several cases, the reliability of the information that gets shared between
the users remains questionable due to the anonymity of the information creators. In this work, a fuzzy detection algorithm is
proposed to identify the trustable content in social media. The proposed methodology is evaluated on Twitter social network
platform. By computing the predictive measures, the efficiency of the proposed approach is well established.

1

Introduction

Online social networking platforms create avenues for users to get
connected with each other through the World Wide Web.
Moreover, the affordable smart devices pave the way for millions
of people to start using social network platforms irrespective of
their technical background. People use social networks not only to
connect with one another but also to share various information and
digital media ranging from news to health tips. Statistics portal
Statista reports that currently there are >2.5 billion social media
users and it will reach more than three billion users in the next
three years [1, 2]. So, it is apparent that more number of people are
going to get connected through social media in the near future.
Given this scenario, there is a vital need to scrutinise the media
content that gets shared between the users. Even though social
media gets utilised mostly for advantageous purposes, there is a
high-risk factor over the circulation of fake information in the
social media [3–6]. Manipulation of fake news using photos and
other rumours circulated among the social media circles are even
spread by news agencies without any verification [7].
Ranging from trending news to contacting customer services,
people have started to seek information through social media
platforms [8–10]. In addition to the real-time capabilities, the easy
access provision of social media acts as an added advantage for
users [4, 11–13]. Therefore, it clearly appears that in coming years
more people will continue to follow and use social media for their
information needs. The reliability of the information and the user
trust on the information that is being circulated in the social media
remains questionable [4, 14–16]. Currently, there is an alarming
concern in detecting the fake news that keeps spreading in social
media because spreading of misinformation not only affects the
social media users but also affects the general public. Recently, in
India mob lynching of >20 innocent people happened because of
the fake news spread by WhatsApp, an arm of social media giant
Facebook [17]. Telegraph website reported that Twitter bots
affected the financial service by spreading fake news [18]. From
plagiarising election campaign to pulling down stock prices,
spreading of fake news plays a major role. Although social media
is a boon to the people, the trending work of spreading misleading
information raises concern over the usage of social media. Famous
news website the guardian reported that the social media giant
Facebook accepted that mob violence was caused due to spreading
of misleading information and urged to take new policies to control
the spreading of misleading information [19]. Although social
media plays a saviour during natural disasters [20–23] due to
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quickness in viral spreading the trending news, [24] there is a
compelling need for proper filtering mechanisms to identify and
point the misinformation to the users.
Therefore, controlling the spreading of misleading information
and fake news remains as one of the major challenges in social
media. So, in this work, a fuzzy-based trust detection methodology
is proposed to identify the reliability of social media posts. This
paper is classified into the following sections: Section 1 discusses
the introduction, in Section 2 a comparative study is made on
similar works that are carried to find the reliability of information,
and Section 3 elaborates the proposed approach. In Section 4 the
proposed fuzzy-based trust detection algorithm is evaluated and the
results are compared with other state-of-art approaches and finally,
in Section 5, the outcome of the work and its future aspects are
discussed.

2 Review on similar works
The fake news in the web world has a distasteful impact on society
and gets accretive every day. In this current scenario, researchers
started to analyse, control, and classify rumours based on their
impact. In the year 1944, Robert Knapp classified the rumours into
the following categories namely, wedge-driving, bogy and pipe
dream rumours [25]. Based on the current scenario Zubaiga et al.
classified fake news into two categories namely, fake news that
starts emerging during trending news and fake news that is getting
spread for long periods [3]. They trained the detection system
based on these rumours to classify the misleading information from
the original source. When there is a past history of information
regarding the fake news or rumours, then the trained classifier will
be able to detect the fake news. Based on the trained classifier
techniques, many methods came into existence to detect the
existing rumours in the system [26, 27]. Even though the trained
classifier methods were able to detect the already existing fake
information, it failed in detecting new fake information.
Zhao and others detected the new rumours by analysing the user
comments which asked for the authenticity of the news [28]. A
specific topic based-rumour detection methodology was proposed
by Gupta and others [29]. Feature selection methodology was used
by Tolosi et al. authors to detect fake news [30]. Carlos Castillo
used feature extraction methodology on trending topics to classify
the tweets as reliable or unreliable [31]. McCreadie et al. got the
response from multitude of users on news to find about its
reliability [32]. Wide range of topic-based detection methods,
features selection, and comments based methodologies gives lesser
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accuracy due to the abundance and availability of vast information.
In some cases, biasing of users is so high so that, in such cases,
false news becomes true due to less number of genuine users.
When the multitude of users support misinformation, then it
continues to be system failure. Liu and others proposed a rumour
detection algorithm utilising past models and journalistic
verification [33]. Even though journalistic verification is one of the
best-known approaches, there are some cases where fake news has
come as a news article based on social media information [34].
Ennals et al. identified the dispute topics or pages and then
conducted a phrase dictionary-based analysis on it to find its
credibility [35]. In the phrase dictionary methodology, the
detection rate was much lesser than the spreading rate. The
accuracy based on phrase dictionary approach was less and results
were inaccurate when there were a sizeable number of emoticons.
Qazvinian et al. detected misinformation in Twitter by building
different Bayseian classifiers and by learning the linear function of
retrieval and classification [36]. In this work, Qazvinian et al. made
a test on 10 K tweets on five different controversial topics and
found the misinformation based on Bayesian classifier. Even
though they considered several features of the tweet, they did not
analyse the retweets of the tweets. Contradiction-based detection
system was also utilised to detect the credibility of messages in
social media [37, 38]. Finding contradiction among the information
through identified tweets and considering all the contradicting
news as fake news will decrease the accuracy of the system in
finding the misinformation.
Truthy web service system created by Ratkiewicz et al. and
others based on mapping and classification, identified the truthful
memes in the Twitter [39]. Petter Bae Brandtzaeg and others made
a detailed study on the verification practices and concluded that
there is a need for new practices and tools to identify the rumours
through verification models [34]. Considering some features of the
message or analysing the user reaction on the message will not
yield the truthfulness of the information. This is because, when a
biased user reacts for misinformation, he might like the
information and will endorse it without verifying the creditability
of the information. Also, some malicious users create bots to
increase the endorsing methodology of information to make the
information appear like truthful information. If the news is a newly
broke news, then analysing the news based on journal verification
method fails due to unavailability of information about the news,
even if analysing all the features of the information returns possible
creditability information about the news. The reliability of the
information features becomes questionable in certain cases where
multitude of biased users spread hatred over a minority of user or a
single user. All these factors led us to propose a fuzzy trust factorbased detection methodology to detect the misinformation in social
media.

3 Proposed user trust detection approach
In this paper, we have proposed a fuzzy-based approach in which
user trust factor UT is first computed by considering all the posts
made by the user. When the user is considered to be trustworthy,
then the posts made by the user gets classified as reliable posts. As
a further verification strategy, the post and the replies along with
endorsements made to the current post are corroborated to
conclude the post as reliable information. This algorithm is
classified into two modules: one is to detect the user trust factor
and other is the valuation of the post. The effectiveness of the
proposed algorithm is proved using data set extracted from the
social networking site Twitter.
3.1 User trust detection
In order to detect the trust of the user, posts created by the user are
analysed and scrutinised. News or information can be blindly
followed or tweeted repeatedly by users who want unreliable
information to be true. In other cases, unidentified and fake users
will start spreading the misinformation for their personal or
political gain. One cannot ignore all the news of the user as fake
when a genuine user is sharing the information. So in order to
validate the user, user trust is computed for each user in the system.
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User reaction on the reliable posts is fetched and analysed based on
the fuzzy decision analysis to find the trust factor of the user.
Consider that the user u has n number of posts P. The user trust
factor UT is computed by finding the trust function of each post
and this is depicted in (1). Where µT stands for the user trust
function and PS is the score for each post i.
The trust function µT is computed based on the fuzzy linguistic
decision analysis. For each post-PiS, the score is computed by
analysing the presence of positive and negative words using the
dictionary-based method. In order to compute the score, the words
present in the tweet are classified and computed as seen in (2).
Here NP stands for number of positive items and TNW represents
total no of items. The total number of positive items NP is
computed as shown in (3) where Nw and Ne are the number of
positive words and the number of emoticons. Each word carries 0.1
score, whereas emoticon takes double the value of word, i.e. 0.2.
Likewise, as in (2), NN, i.e. the total number of negative items for
the post is computed, this is shown in (4) and (5) where NN stands
for the number of negative items. Finally, the post score is
computed by summing up the +ve and –ve as shown in (6).
i=1

UT =

∑

i=0

μT : PS i → 0, 1

+ve =

NP
TNW

NP = Nw + Ne
−ve =

NN
TNW

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

NN = Nw + Ne

(5)

PS = + ve + − ve

(6)

Then, a fuzzy membership function µA is defined for further
analysis and the definition for the fuzzy membership function is
depicted in Fig. 1. A is a set containing Z items that belongs to the
analysis which is depicted in (7). The membership function on set
A, µA is defined as in (8). The membership function over the Z
items is defined in (9) and the details of the function that tends to
the item are given in (10).

A=

nothing n , very low vl ,
low l , medium m ,
high h , very high v , perfect p
μA =

μvery low, μlow, μmedium,
μhigh, μvery high
μA : Z → 0, 1

(7)

(8)
(9)

very low = μvery low : X → 0, 0.125
low = μlow : X → 0.125, 0.375
medium = μmedium : X → 0.375, 0.6

(10)

high = μhigh : X → 0.6, 0.85
veryhigh = μvery high : X → 0.85, 1
Computed post score is converted into linguistic value and user
trust factor is computed based on the majority of the linguistic
values. In the algorithm titled detecting the reliability of the tweets,
step by step procedure of computing is explained in Fig. 2. If a user
has post scores mostly of μverylow, then the bound value of user trust
factor U T is defined as very low. The user trust factor of very low
and low are considered to be spreading the misinformation more.
Medium trust factor defines that the user is in dilemma and is not
inclined to either accepting or objecting the information.
Accordingly, high and very high user trust factor indicates that it is
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Fig. 1 Fuzzy membership function definition

Fig. 3 Raw data and fake information

user trust factor of the user who created the Tweet is analysed. If
the user has good trust factor, then the replies made to the tweets
and trust factor of the user are considered to define the valuation of
the tweet. If most of the users with positive trust factor reacted
positively to the post then the tweet is considered as reliable
information. If the users with good trust factor are negative towards
the post then the post is considered to be not reliable. For further
verification and validation of the proposed algorithm, real-time
tweets are fetched and misinformation and fake profiles were
created to find the predictive measures of the proposed algorithm.

4 Evaluation

Fig. 2 Detecting reliability of the Tweets

a reliable post and shows that the user is genuine towards reliable
information and then the user is termed as a reliable user.
3.2 Tweet valuation
After finding the user trust, the information that is under scrutiny is
evaluated to find its reliability. In order to evaluate the tweet, the
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In order to evaluate the proposed algorithm, one of the kaggle
Twitter data set is utilised [40]. The data set consists of more than
fourteen thousand (14 K) tweets and in the tweets, biased users and
fake information were manually inserted to find the accuracy of the
proposed algorithm. The data set is divided into the following test
cases namely A, B, C, D, and E for the evaluation process. Test
case A consisted of 550 tweets in which 50 tweets were fake; in
test case B, there were totally 1100 tweets in which 100 tweets
were fake, C consisted of 5500 tweets in which 500 tweets were
manually inserted fake information. Test case D consists of 11,000
tweets where 1000 are fake and test case E consisted of >15,000
tweets in which 1500 were fake information and the same is shown
in Fig. 3.
The proposed algorithm is evaluated on the test cases and the
accuracy of the algorithm in finding the fake information of the test
cases is depicted in Fig. 4. From Fig. 4, it can be visualised that the
algorithm tries to find more than half of the inserted fake
information. For further analysis, the accuracy percentage of the
algorithm is calculated and depicted in Fig. 5.
From the values in Fig. 5, it is clear that the algorithm has an
overall accuracy of >65% in detecting the fake information. For
further verification, predictive measures like precision, recall, and
the mean of precision and recall f1 scores are computed. Precision
is the ratio between retrieved data and the total data in the data set.
The recall is the ratio between the accurate data in the retrieved
data and the total data in the data set.
Four test data namely t1, t2, t3, and t4 were created for
calculating predictive measures. Each test data consisted of > 3750
tweets out of which 1000 fake tweets were induced. Precision score
369

Fig. 4 Detecting fake information

Fig. 8 F1 score on the test data

5 Conclusion

Fig. 5 Accuracy percentage of the algorithm

Detecting fake information remains as one of the toughest problem
of the information era. With a huge number of information
accumulating each data, it remains complex to understand and
distinguish reliable and fake information. So in the proposed
approach, the reliability of the information is detected by analysing
the source of the information. The algorithm proved to achieve
better efficiency in detecting fake information. As a future
enhancement, the algorithm will be executed on real-time data and
the prediction accuracy of the algorithm will be detailed.
Identifying trustable content in social media is of paramount
importance in the interest of society at large. Towards this end, the
proposed trust identification and fake information detection
strategies will be of great help in regulating social media.
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